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Restoring arm function with a soft robotic wearable for
individuals with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Tommaso Proietti1, Ciaran O’Neill1, Lucas Gerez1, Tazzy Cole1, Sarah Mendelowitz1,
Kristin Nuckols1, Cameron Hohimer1, David Lin2, Sabrina Paganoni3,4, Conor Walsh1*

Despite promising results in the rehabilitation field, it remains unclear whether upper limb robotic wearables,
e.g., for people with physical impairments resulting from neurodegenerative disease, can bemade portable and
suitable for everyday use. We present a lightweight, fully portable, textile-based, soft inflatable wearable robot
for shoulder elevation assistance that provides dynamic active support to the upper limbs. The technology is
mechanically transparent when unpowered, can quantitatively assess free movement of the user, and adds only
150 grams of weight to each upper limb. In 10 individuals with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) with different
degrees of neuromuscular impairment, we demonstrated immediate improvement in the active range of motion
and compensation for continuing physical deterioration in two individuals with ALS over 6 months. Along with
improvements in movement, we show that this robotic wearable can improve functional activity without any
training, restoring performance of basic activities of daily living. In addition, a reduction in shoulder muscle
activity and perceived muscular exertion, coupled with increased endurance for holding objects, highlight
the potential of this device to mitigate the impact of muscular fatigue for patients with ALS. These results rep-
resent a further step toward everyday use of assistive, soft, robotic wearables for the upper limbs.
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INTRODUCTION
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS; also known as Lou Gehrig’s
disease or motor neuron disease) is a neurodegenerative disease
that results in a gradual loss of motor neurons in the brain and
spinal cord. This condition causes muscle atrophy and weakness,
resulting in loss of muscle control and disability (1). In the
United States alone, there are about 30,000 individuals living with
ALS, with about 5000 new diagnoses per year. The average life ex-
pectancy is about 3 years after disease onset, although about 20% of
individuals diagnosed with ALS will live 5 or more years (2). The
disease is relentlessly progressive despite the availability of two
modestly effective U.S. Food and Drug Administration–approved
medications and several ongoing clinical trials (3–5). As new treat-
ments are developed that can effectively slow down disease progres-
sion and prolong survival, the need for technology that can support
physical function in people living with ALS is expected to continue
to grow. Technology has the potential to compensate for the loss of
physical capabilities in everyday life that these individuals will expe-
rience, with the goal of maintaining quality of life and prolonging
their independence. Robotic wearables, for example, could be used
to provide motor assistance to the affected limbs, maintaining func-
tionality by compensating for muscle weakness and atrophy.

Most research and development on upper limb robotic wearables
to date have been focused on rehabilitation devices (6, 7), addressing
impairments whose effects can potentially be reduced with time and
training. Such devices are thus focused on maximizing user activity
and engagement while avoiding the rise of pathological

compensation strategies. The emphasis on rehabilitation is likely
driven by a larger number of individuals in need of rehabilitation
[e.g., in the United States alone, there are 800,000 new instances
of stroke per year (8)]. Another branch of wearable robotics is
instead focused on assistive devices aimed at functional compensa-
tion for individuals where recovery is not possible or likely, e.g.,
stroke survivors after they have reached their recovery plateau (9)
or those with degenerative diseases such as ALS. Assistive robotic
wearables face major technical challenges that are not always
present for in-clinic rehabilitation devices. Specifically, assistive
robotic wearables must function in unstructured environments
(e.g., the end user’s home) and, thus, must remain both lightweight
and portable to be worn and carried around. They also need to
support a broader range of activities, including activities of daily
living (ADLs), potentially allowing interaction with objects. Last,
they need to include on-board controllers that must work robustly
for extended periods of time without intervention by a clinician or
therapist.

The requirement of assisting the user for multiple hours a day
makes existing rigid-framed robots or exoskeletons less suitable as
assistive robots, particularly for upper-limb devices. Such robotic
devices use mechanisms consisting of links and joints to transfer
torques to the impaired joints of the wearer and are well suited to
in-clinic use. Well-known examples include the ArmeoPower by
Hocoma and the InMotion by Bionik Labs, two pioneers of rehabil-
itation robotics for the upper limb (6, 7). One of the few portable
rigid robots to assist successfully part of the upper limb (elbow-
wrist-hand) of people with impairment is the MyoPro by Myomo,
available on the market since 2006. This robot uses surface electro-
myography (EMG) to modulate assistance to the wearer. A clinical
evaluation of 18 individuals after stroke showed that the device im-
proved the function of this population, as assessed by an increased
Fugl-Meyer assessment score when assisted by the robot and im-
proved ability to perform simulated ADLs (10). Ekso Bionics
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recently joined the market of upper extremity wearable devices for
medical assistance with their EksoUE, a wearable spring-powered
exoskeleton for bilateral shoulder support (11). The device has in-
terchangeable springs to set different amounts of assistance, weighs
about 6 kg, and requires a minimum of 20° of active shoulder flexion
to be used by patients. The main advantages of such a passive (i.e.,
not powered) solution—frequently used for industrial applications
—are that it does not need to be charged and it is inherently quiet.
On the other hand, the spring-based actuation mechanism requires
the user to input energy for some operations (e.g., lower the arm),
which can be challenging for individuals with arm weakness. Fur-
thermore, with a passive exoskeleton, the use of the robot as a tool to
assess quality and quantity of movement is limited. This approach
cannot have a transparent mode (i.e., where the user can move nat-
urally and not be encumbered by the weight of the system on the
arm), meaning changes in unassisted performance cannot be mon-
itored, which is crucial from a clinical standpoint.

A major challenge for robotic wearables targeting shoulder assis-
tance is the complexity of the shoulder joint itself. The glenohum-
eral joint is a ball and socket joint that allows for movement in three-
dimensional (3D) space; it is coupled to the acromioclavicular joint,
which in turn allows motion for two additional degrees of freedom.
This configuration creates one of the most mobile joints in the
human body (12). Alignment of mechanical rigid robotic joints
with such an articulated biological joint is a challenge that is
often addressed by exploiting redundancy and thus adding
passive degrees of freedom serially to the robot kinematic chain
to align the active joints to the human joints (13). However, this
comes at a trade-off of increased complexity for robot hardware
and control. To address this challenging robot-body alignment
problem and achieve the lightweight portability requirements of
upper limb assistive devices, a more recent trend in research is to
use the wearer’s skeletal structure as the frame of the robot itself,
with a trade-off on the maximum achievable torque. This design
strategy has led to the development of soft robotic wearables (14)

that combine soft, compliant, lightweight hardware with smart
sensing and control strategies to support a wearer’s movements, po-
tentially enabling assistance outside of clinical settings.

Most soft robotic wearables are prototypes (7, 14), either cable-
driven or pneumatically actuated, with a limited number of unteth-
ered and fully portable devices. Some of these include three cable-
driven shoulder robots (15–17), one pneumatic shoulder robot (18),
one pneumatic robot assisting either the elbow or the wrist joint
(19), and one elbow robot using shape memory alloy springs as
the actuation mechanism (20). In addition, most published
studies have been performed on healthy individuals only, mainly
demonstrating a reduction in muscle activity during weightlifting.
A few studies included testing with clinical populations (mostly
stroke survivors) and showed reduction of heart rate activity as a
proxy for muscle fatigue during weightlifting (16), increased endur-
ance time during static hold (21), and improved passive range of
motion (i.e., when the limb is passively mobilized by the robot)
(22, 23). Using a pneumatic robot assisting either at the elbow or
the wrist, Nam et al. (19) showed that 15 stroke survivors improved
flexion/extension active range of motion (i.e., when the wearer is
actively trying to reach their maximum range supported by the
robot) and improved their score in standard clinical assessments
after longitudinal training.

Our team has previously presented a tethered, i.e., not portable,
version of a soft robot powered by a laboratory-based research plat-
form (about 15 kg of total system weight) to assist shoulder eleva-
tion against gravity (24, 25). The robot uses a pair of textile-based
pneumatic actuators, anchored one per side to a custom shirt, to
support the arm through inflation of the actuators based on
signals from inertial measurement units on the arms and torso.
With this platform, we demonstrated on healthy individuals that
the device does not impede the user’s active range of motion com-
pared with a no-suit condition in a weightlifting task. As a proof of
concept, we also showed its use as a static arm support system (i.e.,
no dynamic control) to reduce muscle fatigue for an occupational
therapist supporting the arm during simulated upper extremity re-
habilitation exercises.

Here, we advance this soft wearable technology and demonstrate
its utility in improving upper extremity function in individuals with
ALS, a patient population underserved by assistive technologies. We
demonstrate a fully portable and wearable version of this soft robot
that can automatically adapt assistance on the basis of an impaired
individual’s volitional movement. We show that the system can be
intuitively used and provide sufficient support to improve both
movement performance and the ability to perform functional
tasks. In addition, when powered off, we show that this robotic
wearable can be used as a tool to assess quality and quantity of
upper extremity movement.

RESULTS
To evaluate our soft robotic wearable (Fig. 1A), we recruited 10 in-
dividuals living with ALS (eight males and two females; 62.6 ± 12.5
years old on average; weight, 101 ± 18 kg; height, 179 ± 12 cm).
These study participants had a wide range of upper extremity im-
pairment: 1.7 ± 1.6 years after the diagnosis, five individuals were
using a wheelchair, and two were on a ventilator. Study participant
characteristics are provided in Table 1. On the first study visit, all
participants performed the following experimental movements

Table 1. Study participant characteristics. Information about the 10
participants with ALS enrolled in the study is shown. Individual data and
averages with SDs are included.

Sex Age Weight Height Postdiagnosis

(−) (year) (kg) (cm) (years)

P1 M 76 108 170 5

P2 F 36 113 165 3

P3 M 52 100 182 2

P4 M 72 78 179 0

P5 M 73 82 180 2

P6 M 68 113 182 3

P7 F 53 82 160 1

P8 M 61 125 204 0

P9 M 72 125 190 0

P10 M 63 84 178 1

Avg 62.6 101.0 179.0 1.7

SD 12.5 18.3 12.5 1.6
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(Fig. 1B): (i) unassisted versus assisted active range of motion, (ii)
unassisted versus assisted simulated ADLs (reaching, holding,
transferring, and manipulating an object; touching the head), and
(iii) participants completed a survey about the ease of use of the
robotic wearable (the system usability scale). In addition, the five
ambulatory participants performed a 6-min walk test under two
conditions (wearing the device or not).

To understand the technology’s potential to compensate for the
deterioration of physical abilities over time, two individuals repre-
sentative of lower (P1) and higher (P2) residual volitional move-
ment ability participated in a second study visit >6 months after
the first visit (P1, 7.5 months; P2, 6 months). They performed
three experimental tests: (i) no device versus unassisted versus as-
sisted active range of motion, (ii) unassisted versus assisted lifting,
and (iii) unassisted versus assisted box and blocks test. The box and
blocks test is a standard clinical assessment of unilateral gross
manual dexterity, consisting of transferring as many blocks as pos-
sible, one at a time, from one side of a box to another in 60 s.

Improved active range of motion in participants with
different degrees of impairment over time
The active range of motion (for both shoulder abduction and
flexion) of participants was increased when assisted by the robotic
wearable, as shown in Fig. 2A. Specifically, we observed more than
95° of shoulder elevation on average when assisted by the robotic
wearable, an increase of 27% (+20.4 ± 15.8°, P < 0.01) in abduction
compared with the unassisted condition and 29% (+21.7 ± 17.4°,
P < 0.01) in flexion. In the most extreme case, the robotic wearable
was able to improve the active range of motion of a participant with
residual shoulder abduction and flexion of less than 40° to more
than 80°. The second active range of motion test with participants
P1 and P2, 6 months after their first visit, was performed after an
automatic recalibration of assistance characteristics. Physical dete-
rioration due to ALS had occurred in both participants: For partic-
ipant P1, abduction was 62° at visit 1 and 50° at visit 2, and flexion
had decreased from 58° to 50°; for participant P2, abduction de-
creased from 96° to 86°, and flexion decreased from 85° to 83°

Fig. 1. Untethered, portable soft robotic wearable for shoulder monitoring and assistance. (A) Shown are the main robotic components of the robotic wearable
shirt. Two textile-based soft actuators, anchored under the armpits, provide dynamic assistancewhile inflating. To assess user movement ability and assist the shoulder in
an intuitive way, three inertial measurement units (IMUs), placed on the torso and both upper arms, estimate upper limb kinematics. A control box, anchored to the waist
of the user (total weight, ~3.6 kg), powers the robotic wearable and runs the gravity compensation strategy. Textile components include strap-based adjustments for
optimal fit. Arm elevation is defined as either shoulder abduction or shoulder flexion. Other upper limbmovements, such as shoulder horizontal flexion, are not restricted.
The user can actively control their motion by leveraging any residual strength or capacity as the robotic wearable helps to compensate for the effects of gravity. Control
box components: (1) scroll compressor, (2) 750-ml air reservoir, (3) microcontroller and custom electronics, (4) proportional valves and custom manifold, (5) electronic
speed controller, and (6) batteries. (B) Study participants with ALS performed a series of activities from the study protocol, including shoulder abduction and flexion,
holding an object, and the 6-min walk test. Red arrows indicate direction of movement. ROM, range of motion; ADLs, activities of daily living.
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from visit 1 to visit 2. When assisted by the robot, there were only
minimal changes in shoulder abduction and flexion between visit 1
and visit 2: For participant P1, abduction decreased from 75° to 72°
for visit 1 versus visit 2, and flexion increased from 71° to 77°; for
participant P2, abduction increased from 104° to 105° for visit 1
compared to visit 2, and flexion increased from 100° to
108° (Fig. 2B).

Mechanical transparency of the robotic wearable and its
use as an assessment device
Figure 2C shows the result of the mechanical transparency test—
defined as the capability of the robotic wearable not to limit the
user’s movements when powered off—with participants P1 and
P2. The shoulder robotic wearable was a transparent device,
largely due to its lightweight and compliant nature provided by
its textile-based structure (Fig. 2C). This confirms previous trans-
parency demonstrations with healthy individuals undertaking
larger active range of motion tests (25). Transparency is important

Fig. 2. Improved active range of motion, mechanical transparency, andmuscle activity reduction with the robotic wearable. (A) Individual active range of motion
(AROM) and averaged values with andwithout assistance from the soft robotic wearable are shown. Participants achieved >95° of shoulder elevationwhen assisted by the
device, with an increase of 27% in abduction (+20.4 ± 15.8°, n = 10, **P < 0.01, t test) and 29% in flexion (+21.7 ± 17.4°, n = 10, **P < 0.01, t test). (B) Active range of motion
comparison for participants P1 and P2 between the first study visit and the second study visit >6 months later (n = 2, average of three repetitions per participant).
Participant P1 had a lower residual active range of motion, whereas participant P2 had a higher residual active range of motion. There was physical deterioration
due to ALS disease progression between visit 1 and visit 2: Participant P1 had an unassisted shoulder abduction of 62° at visit 1 and 50° at visit 2, and unassisted shoulder
flexion decreased from 58° to 50°; participant P2 had an unassisted abduction of 96° at visit 1 and 86° at visit 2, with flexion decreasing from 85° to 83°. With assistance
from the robotic wearable, there were minimal changes between visit 1 and visit 2: Participant P1 had assisted shoulder abduction of 75° and 72° and flexion of 71° and
77°; participant P2 had assisted abduction of 104° and 105° and flexion of 100° and 108°. (C) Robotic wearable transparency, defined as no reduction in the wearer’s
movements, was measured by comparing no robot versus robot off conditions (n = 2, average of three repetitions per participant). Participant P1 had a lower residual
active range of motion, and participant P2 had a higher residual active range of motion. (D) Reduction of middle deltoid muscle activity was measured by an EMG sensor
in participants P1 and P2 during lateral weightlifting with assistance (robot on) or no assistance (robot off) (n = 2). The middle deltoid muscle has a primary role in
shoulder abduction/adduction. The solid line represents the average of three repetitions, whereas the shaded area represents the SD. MVC, maximum voluntary
contraction.
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from a medical standpoint, given that it allows the use of the soft
robotic wearable as an assessment device when unpowered. As
shown in Fig. 2B, the implemented sensing strategy, based on a
combination of three inertial measurement units on the torso and
shoulders, was able to measure baseline characteristics of the user,
tracking active range of motion degradation over time. Similarly, for
all the other tests in the study, kinematic baseline characteristics
were measured without any external sensing device (e.g., a
motion capture system). The accuracy of the inertial measurement
unit–based strategy has been validated against a motion capture
system elsewhere (25).

Shoulder muscle activity reduction with a robotic wearable
Despite the mechanical transparency, the robotic wearable was still
able to reduce supported muscle activity when powered on, as mea-
sured by EMG (Fig. 2D). In a timed weightlifting task, we observed a
reduction in the activity of the middle deltoid muscle, which is the
main muscle responsible for shoulder abduction/adduction, when
participants P1 and P2 performed a lateral lift of a lightweight
object. It is interesting to observe the initial spike of activity for
the higher functioning participant P2. This is due to the shoulder
muscles becoming activated to raise the arm. After about 25% of the
motion had been performed by participant P2 (about 2.5 s), the
robotic wearable reached full inflation and started providing
torque at the given pose (about 90°).

We note that the robot is controlled to assist movement, not to
passively mobilize the limb. Thus, the accuracy and speed during
the performance of any task are linked to the residual ability of
the user. From a technical point of view, the robotic wearable
control reacts within 150 ms of detecting the user’s intention to
move their limb (the minimum value for the valves to start
opening or closing). Robotic assistance was fully deployed in 1.8 s
in a worst-case scenario (step response from actuator fully vented to
the maximum allowed pressure of 110 kPa; see fig. S1 and Supple-
mentary Materials and Methods) due to the pressurized air dynam-
ics. These reaction times are adequate when considering the usually
reduced speed of movement of the user with a physical disability.

Improved ability to perform functional tasks with a robotic
wearable
Figure 3 demonstrates improvement of the 10 participants with ALS
in performing ADLs when assisted by the robotic wearable. We
found an improved ability to hold an object with both hands
(both the duration of ~+11 s and the maximum angle of ~+23°;
P < 0.05) and improved reach for targets at various heights in
front of the participants (P < 0.05). Specifically, for targets at
head height, participants on average went from reaching one
target of three to reaching 3 of 3 ipsilateral targets, 2.7 of 3
middle targets, and 2.6 of 3 contralateral targets. Furthermore, par-
ticipants had a better performance on different simulated ADLs in-
volving shoulder movements (touching the top of the head, lateral
and forward transfer of a light object, and mimicking pouring of a
liquid into a tall container; P < 0.05; Fig. 3). Eighty-two percent of
these ADLs were completed successfully with robotic assistance
compared with only 50% without. For the holding test, one partic-
ipant did not complete the test because of shoulder pain not related
to the use of the robotic wearable and was thus excluded (n = 9).

When assisted, all participants improved the smoothness of their
movements [spectral arc length (26) of –6.1 ± 0.2 unassisted versus

−5.2 ± 0.1 when assisted (P < 0.05)] and showed reduced maximum
torso displacement (about 3° reduction; P < 0.05). These are two
common negative features of upper limb impairments, and com-
pensating for these features can counteract their worsening with
time and preserve the individual’s motor and functional ability.
In addition to better movement and performance in functional
tasks, qualitative feedback from the participants described
reduced perceived fatigue in performing these activities: Rate of per-
ceived exertion when unassisted was 6.0 ± 2.6 versus 3.4 ± 2.4 when
assisted (P < 0.05). The reduction in rate of perceived exertion, to-
gether with the reduction of muscle activity during weightlifting
and increased endurance during the holding task, points to the po-
tential of the technology to mitigate the impact of fatigue for indi-
viduals with upper extremity impairment.

The actuators provided on average about 60% of the required
torque to the shoulder joints to successfully assist participants per-
forming ADLs (see Supplementary Materials and Methods, fig. S2,
and table S1). Figure 4 shows two examples of simulated ADLs as
performed by two study participants with associated values of bio-
logical torque (τbio, the torque required by the user to sustain their
arm at a given pose) and the actuator torque (τact, the torque pro-
vided by the robotic wearable at that given pose). These two exam-
ples are from the 180 ADL trials performed by the pool of 10 study
participants. Averaged torque profiles over the entire testing popu-
lation are shown in fig. S3. Actual ADL performance is presented in
movie S1.

Improved ability to perform a pick and place task and
walking test with a robotic wearable
When performing the box and blocks test, participants P1 and P2
showed an increased number of blocks transferred per minute when
assisted by the soft robotic wearable: +11 blocks and +50% for P1
and +9 blocks and +28% for P2 compared with the unassisted con-
dition (Fig. 5A and movie S1). Both increases were above the
minimal detectable change (+5.5 blocks or +18%) (27). Despite
this improved performance, the activity of the anterior deltoid
muscle—the main muscle responsible for this pick and place task
—was reduced in magnitude as measured by EMG.

The five study participants who were not confined to a wheel-
chair performed a walking evaluation (the 6-min walking test).
These participants did not show an increase in heart rate (used as
a proxy for exertion) (28) or a decrease in the distance walked while
wearing the device (Fig. 5B). This result confirms the limited impact
of carrying such a device for those individuals with ALS who main-
tained the ability to ambulate.

As a proof of concept, we showed the possibility to integrate a
previously developed soft wearable glove (29) with the soft shoulder
robotic wearable presented in this work. One of the participants
with the lowest residual movement at both the hand and the shoul-
der used both devices simultaneously to complete a pick-and-place
task (Fig. 5C) otherwise unachievable without assistance.

Positive usability feedback
Last, we conducted a standard usability survey, the system usability
scale (where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree) at the end
of the testing session. The 10 participants ranked the robotic wear-
able as a good system (79.2 ± 9.0) (30). In particular, participants felt
confident in using the robotic wearable (1.4), thought that the
robotic wearable was easy to use (1.6), would like to use the
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robotic wearable frequently (1.7), and believed that most people
would learn to use the device very quickly (1.2). Individual partic-
ipant answers are available in data file S1.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrated a fully portable and soft robotic
wearable to support the shoulder for individuals with upper extrem-
ity impairment and evaluated it on 10 individuals with ALS who
had different degrees of upper extremity weakness. For these

individuals and for others with degenerative conditions, designing
practical systems that can provide dynamic support in functional
tasks is crucial, given that current therapies can only partially
delay the loss of function and are unable to restore it.

Most prior research on medical robotic wearables for the upper
limb has focused on stationary, clinic-based rigid robots targeting
rehabilitation, in large part due to the prevalence of stroke. Assistive
soft robotic wearables for the upper limb are a more recent devel-
opment. So far, the focus for assistive soft robotic wearables has
been on demonstrating reduced muscle activity in healthy

Fig. 3. Performance of simulated ADLs, with and without the assistance of a robotic wearable. Results show individual data (average of three repetitions, except for
holding test) for a series of simulated ADLs (e.g., holding an object, reaching out to touch an object, touching the head, box and blocks test) and the average over the
group of participants (n = 10, *P < 0.05, t test). Success score is 0 for failure to perform the ADL, 1 when partially accomplished (touching face instead of top of head,
transferring object by dropping it, pouring without sustaining object for more than 3 s), and 2 when fully accomplished. One participant did not complete the holding
test because of pain in one shoulder not related to the use of the robotic wearable (n = 9). Holding time was computed for angles of >60°. For reaching tasks, ipsilateral
targets were located on the same side of the assisted arm, whereas contralateral targets required reaching across toward the opposite side of the body. Midline targets
were in front of the faces of the participants. SAL, spectral arc length; RPE, rate of perceived exertion.
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individuals, with few studies showing increased passive range of
motion on an impaired population (14). In this study, we showed
an improved active range of motion for shoulder abduction and
flexion using a soft robotic wearable in 10 participants with ALS,
which enabled users to better leverage any residual strength or ca-
pacity. In addition, the reduction in shoulder muscle activity and in
perceived exertion, as well as increased endurance when holding a
weight, highlight the potential to mitigate the effects of fatigue
known to be an early challenge for this population (31). There is
diversity in the presentation of impairment for individuals with
ALS, and ability rapidly deteriorates over time; thus, we also dem-
onstrated that the technology adapted to and compensated for a
wide range of physical disability. To enable true independence,
the support from the device needs to be intuitively delivered; we
demonstrated that our robotic controller enabled this through im-
proved performance in simulated functional tasks and in a clinical
upper extremity function test (box and block test) at the first usage
of the device and without providing any specific training. Last,
beyond assistance, more frequent assessment (potentially remotely)
can enable better monitoring of changes over time. Because of its
mechanical transparency when unpowered (due to its light weight

and nonrestrictive design), our robotic wearable allowed measure-
ment of user ability in unsupported movements. Collectively, these
findings represent a critical step toward ensuring robotic wearable
usefulness in everyday life, aiming at better quality of life and ex-
tended independence.

The MyoPro exoskeleton by Myomo is the only commercially
available device to show promising results as an assistive wearable
device. It provides assistance to the elbow, wrist, and hand, and
Peters et al. (10) demonstrated that stroke survivors could
improve performance of some simulated ADLs using the robotic
exoskeleton (turning on a light switch, lifting a laundry basket bi-
laterally, bringing a spoon to the mouth, and drinking from a cup).
Regardless of its elegant design, the use of traditional robotic com-
ponents means that the device adds about 1.8 kg to the arm of the
user (an order of magnitude more than the solution presented in
this work), a non-negligible amount for an impaired individual.

Despite the importance of the shoulder joint in performing
functional tasks, little has been seen in terms of solutions for assist-
ing this complex joint from untethered wearable devices. Likely, a
reason for this is a major challenge in making traditional rigid exo-
skeletons able to provide sufficient assistance without adding

Fig. 4. Simulated ADLs performed by two participants. Photographs of two participants performing simulated ADLs are shown for unassisted (robot off) and assisted
(robot on) conditions. On the right side is the actuator desired and measured pressure profiles versus the shoulder elevation and the estimated torques for both assisted
and unassisted conditions. τact is the torque provided by the actuator based on the torque characteristics of the actuator; τbio is the required biological torque given the
shoulder elevation and the participant’s size and weight. Pressure was limited to Psat ~ 110 kPa to reduce the risk of failure of the airtight bladder within the textile
actuator. A minimum elevation threshold of 40° was set to trigger the compensation control intervention. For these specific movements, the robotic wearable was
able to provide an estimated 76% (forward transfer) and 56% (touch head) of the required biological torque to achieve the task.
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unacceptable weight and restrictions to the wearer. Using a soft in-
flatable robotic approach that combines textiles and pneumatics
enabled us to minimize the amount of weight on the user’s limb
(about 150 g). Although the approach does require a control box
(weight, ~3 kg), this can be worn on the waist or attached to a wheel-
chair. The waist, in particular, is a body location with low impact on
walking ability (32), and this was further confirmed by our finding
of a nonappreciable impact of the system in the 6-min walk test, a
standard clinical assessment of mobility. Our laboratory has expe-
rience using similar waist-mounted systems of similar weight,
showing that individuals with impairments are able to use and
wear these systems with minimal impact (33). Noticeably, the
robotic wearable’s weight is similar to that of one of the smallest
life-support ventilators on the market, the Vivo 45 LS (34), a
typical machine needed by individuals with ALS late in the
disease. Despite such a low weight on the limb, we estimated that
the average delivered assistance from the robot was about 60% of
the biological torque during simulated functional tasks over the
full range of motion. Although a design specification was for
100% for a man with 1.75 m in height and with a body mass
index (BMI) of 25, we had a wide range of body types for partici-
pants enrolled in the study (1.79 ± 12.5 m, with three individuals
over 1.9 m and three below 1.7 m and an average BMI of
31.6 ± 5.2). Moreover, from past characterization studies, we expect-
ed the robotic wearable to provide minimal assistive torque beyond

about 105° of arm elevation (fig. S2) (35). In future iterations, actu-
ator size, geometry, or inflation pressure could be adjusted and cus-
tomized to increase the level of assistance.

When considering the clinical impact that a shoulder-only
device could have, with respect to a full arm device including
elbow and hand, it is important to underline that there exist differ-
ent phenotypes for ALS (36). Although a shoulder-only device
would not provide sufficient support for all individuals with ALS,
there are subsets of patients (e.g., those with progressive muscular
atrophy) for whom this device would provide marked improve-
ments in independence with ADLs, at least for a period of time. Ex-
tending to other diseases, e.g., myopathy (37), that could benefit
from such a robotic wearable, the shoulder is still very important,
because weakness progression often starts from this joint. More-
over, most of the work against gravity in daily activities is performed
by the shoulder joint rather than the elbow and hand (i.e., if a weak
arm is raised, then it can likely move in a horizontal plane). These
facts highlight the importance of assisting the shoulder joint and the
impact that such assistance may have on daily activities.

For all evaluations of the soft robotic wearable, participants used
the device completely independently after minimal training
(<15 min). This was possible thanks to our gravity compensation
control scheme that enabled simple and intuitive control. After a
short initial calibration (about 30 s), participants could move
their arms naturally and seamlessly switch between movements

Fig. 5. Box and blocks test, 6-min walking test, and proof of concept of shoulder-glove integration. (A) Photographs show two participants, P1 and P2, completing
the box and blocks test. EMG activity of the anterior deltoid muscle during robot off and robot on conditions while completing the test is also shown. Participant P1 had
lower residual active range of motion, and participant P2 had higher residual active range of motion. The red arrows indicate direction of movement. When assisted by the
robot, both participants were able to improve their performance above theminimal detectable change, that is, +5.5 blocks or +18% (23). (B) Comparison of the 6-minwalk
test for five study participants with and without the device is shown. Not all study participants were able to perform the 6-min walking test because of the effects of ALS.
Results show the individual values and the average for the five participants who were able to perform the test. (C) A proof-of-concept test was conducted with the
shoulder soft robotic wearable combined with a soft robotic glove previously developed in the laboratory. Photographs show a highly impaired participant with ALS
using both devices simultaneously to complete a pick-and-place task, otherwise unachievable without assistance. The red arrows indicate direction of movement.
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and activities. This fast calibration procedure allows the robotic
wearable to tailor assistive support to the needs of the participants
over time due to changes in fatigue or disease progression. This is an
advantage over commercially available spring-based exoskeletons
(e.g., EksoUE); for these exoskeletons, the procedure is generally
slower and more complex (it requires carefully unscrewing/screwing
springs in the system with an external tool) and requires the user to
take off the robot, a non-negligible procedure for impaired users. It
is important to underline that, similar to these exoskeletons, the
torque to arm angle ratio of our robotic wearable is constant once
calibrated. However, although achieving a similar amount of sup-
ported torque, the soft robotic wearable does not require particular
effort to lower the arm; for example, observe in Fig. 2C the absence
of spikes in the EMG signals toward the end of the motion. As soon
as the robot detects the intent to lower the arm, it vents the actua-
tors, quickly reducing the provided torque. This is fundamentally
different from spring-based exoskeletons, where, to lower the
arm, the user needs to input into the system a value proportional
to the supported torque. Furthermore, with a passive exoskeleton,
there will always be some amount of force or resistance applied to
the user from either the integrated springs or the mass of the device.
Because of the low weight on the upper limbs of our soft robotic
wearable when unpowered (i.e., actuator fully deflated), our
device is highly transparent to the wearer and allows a person to
move naturally. This unique aspect opens the possibility to leverage
the integrated sensors to monitor changes in a wearer’s movement
performance over time, crucial from a clinical standpoint.

This study included participants with a wide range of impair-
ments; however, we showed meaningful improvements in move-
ment and function at both the individual and group level. Some
participants had better function and could complete some of the
tasks without assistance (e.g., a participant with less impairment
was able to hold the object for more than 60 s unassisted). If we con-
sider only individuals with active range of motion in the range
where the actuator can apply supportive torques or ADLs for indi-
viduals who could not complete tasks unassisted, then we observed
higher average improvements. For participants with less impair-
ment, even if range of motion did not improve, we observed de-
creases in the rate of perceived exertion and improvements in
endurance (as shown by longer duration of the hold task). More-
over, for a single participant with less impairment, we noted a
marked reduction in shoulder muscle activity during both the
box and block test and the weightlifting activity. These data
suggest that the technology successfully assisted individuals with
different degrees of impairment in different ways. Furthermore, al-
though the consequences of ALS reduced participants' movement
ability, the robotic wearable was able to compensate for motor deg-
radation over time (in this case, >6 months from the first visit) in
two selected participants, P1 and P2. This is a preliminary demon-
stration of the ability of the robotic wearable to adapt to changing
degrees of impairment and slow the loss of functional ability, some-
thing particularly important given the degenerative nature of ALS.

Despite the promising results, this study and the proposed device
have some limitations. Any solutions addressing ALS-related defi-
cits need to be suitable across as much of the disease spectrum as
possible, given the degenerative nature of the disease itself. Future
work needs to address the possibility of designing and integrating
additional supported joints, e.g., the hand (which was only shown
as a proof of concept in one participant in this study), to support

movements over a larger set of activities and with more diffuse im-
pairments in the upper limb. Although we demonstrated that our
soft robotic wearable could be used by both ambulatory and wheel-
chair-bound individuals, another feature that would be beneficial to
add is a control mode that provides assistance to those without vo-
litional movement. In the current version of our robotic wearable, a
tunable threshold sets the minimum elevation of assistance (for this
study, 40°) to avoid inflation when the arm is in a rest position
(along the body). In the future, improved strategies of motion inten-
tion detection will be investigated to overcome this requirement for
the user, for example, by using a brain-computer interface (38, 39).
The approach for estimating the amount of support from the
robotic wearable using the actuator characterization and a kinemat-
ic model of the arm is an approximation that is prone to error.
Further work will be needed to develop approaches for sensing
and estimating directly the assistive torque generated by a soft pneu-
matic robotic wearable. Participants were assisted by team members
to wear the robotic wearable (the whole donning process took less
than 5 min to complete). Future iterations of the device will target a
simpler, faster, and potentially self-donnable procedure. However, it
is important to underline that despite a non-negligible donning
time, the advantage of such a soft robotic wearable, made of a com-
fortable textile and lightweight material, is that once donned, it can
be worn all day long (~12 hours), therefore reducing the impact of
setup time compared with usage time.

This work represents an important step toward the development
of a fully portable soft robotic wearable for assisting the upper limbs
of people with arm weakness due to degenerative disease. Given the
lack of robotics and wearable technology solutions available for in-
dividuals with ALS, the results of this study pave the way toward
improving the functional independence and quality of life for this
patient population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
This study was designed as a proof of concept for a textile-based soft
inflatable robotic wearable to support impaired upper limbs. We set
out to demonstrate that such a technology could increase the upper
limb motor abilities of individuals living with ALS and could
support the performance of simple but frequently done ADLs.
We tested the ability of this robotic wearable to track kinematic
changes due to physical deterioration over >6 months and its
ability to compensate for these changes and to reduce muscular
fatigue, and, last, we investigated the impact that carrying such a
weight could have on ambulatory individuals. One of the original
design objectives was to create an intuitive technology for the
user, with a control strategy that did not require a long time for
training or adaptation. We verified this by collecting feedback
from the study participants with a standard survey. A sample size
of 10 participants was used for this study. The study was not
blinded, but testing conditions (with or without the assistance of
the robot) were randomized. All participants took part in a single
session of tests, whereas two selected participants, P1 and P2,
were invited for a second session of tests >6 months after their
first evaluation.
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Study participants
Ten individuals with a diagnosis of ALS (eight men and two women,
63 ± 12 years old, 101 ± 18 kg, 179 ± 12 cm, and 1.7 ± 1.6 years after
diagnosis) were enrolled after passing our screening criteria
(Table 1). The screening criteria were (i) 18 to 85 years old, (ii)
no major visual deficits, (iii) could understand and follow simple
instructions as assessed by the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE > 23) (40), and (iv) did not have joint stiffness or spasticity
of the upper limbs that could prevent movement through the full
range of motion. Informed consent was obtained from each partic-
ipant, and the study (IRB13-3418) was approved by the Harvard
Medical School Institutional Review Board.

Device design
We present a fully portable, soft robotic wearable capable of dynam-
ically assisting the shoulders of individuals with upper extremity
weakness. The robotic wearable uses a pair of textile-based pneu-
matic actuators anchored to a shirt, one per side, to support the
arm through a gravity compensation controller that can dynami-
cally, continuously, and intuitively modulate the assistance level
to augment and restore weakened arm functionality (fig. S4). A
fast (about 30 s) automatic calibration tunes the assistance level to
the specific needs of the user. The soft actuators support the arm
elevation in both shoulder abduction and shoulder flexion; once un-
loaded from gravity, the user can better leverage any residual
strength or capacity to actively control other degrees of freedom,
such as shoulder horizontal flexion. The fluidic supply, power,
and electronics to control the system are embedded in a waist-
mounted control box (that can alternatively be attached to a wheel-
chair), and air pressure in each of the two actuators can be indepen-
dently controlled.

The actuators were designed to provide about 11.5 N·m of torque
at an inflation pressure of 110 kPa at 90° of shoulder elevation (see
Supplementary Materials and Methods). This value is an estimation
of the biological torque required to fully sustain the arm of a male
individual with a height of 1.75 m and a BMI of 25 [based on a sim-
plified kinematic model of the arm and literature-averaged anthro-
pometric data (41, 42); table S1]. Secure anchoring of the actuators
was achieved by combining an extensible textile base layer with in-
extensible force transmission pathways to allow transfer of the nec-
essary torque to assist the user’s shoulder movements (similar to the
textile component used in previous works) (24, 25, 43). Several
strap-based adjustments were also present to allow for better
fitting of the device to the user ’s body and to maximize torque
transmission. The system can assist individuals with widely
varying body types and sizes with available textile components of
different sizes (from extra small to extra large), excluding the actu-
ators that have a fixed dimension. Zippers are included on the chest
in addition to along both sleeves to aid in donning the robotic wear-
able shirt. Three hook and loop patches (Velcro IP Holdings LLC)
on the chest and arms allowed for mounting of the inertial measur-
ing units. Flexible 3-mm-thick nylon sheets were inserted in the
sleeve and along the side seam to support the actuator anchoring
and to further distribute the forces of actuation on the wearer’s
body. The sheets were padded with a high-friction material (Fabri-
foam, Applied Technology International Ltd.) to help stabilize the
actuator placement. Close-up photographs of the robotic wearable
shirt are shown in fig. S5.

By optimizing the fluidic supply design (air compressor, reser-
voir, and valves) to match the actuator requirements, we demon-
strate a system that is compact (25.5 cm by 21.5 cm by 8.5 cm)
and lightweight (control box weighs 3 kg) and, thus, suitable to
be used for everyday activities in unstructured environments,
from the clinic to the community. The final design consisted of a
high-performance compressor (P07H015A-BLDC-C, AirSquared
Inc.) providing 13 liter/min at 310 kPa and a lightweight reservoir
(Crowler, Twistee Can; 750 ml of volume), pressurized in operation
to 350 kPa. The pump produced about 30 dB of noise when running
at full speed, thus negligibly affecting real-life usage: 30 dB is
defined as a soft whisper by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (44) and is within the suggested noise limits for hospi-
tals as defined by the World Health Organization (45). Pressure
control of the actuators was achieved using a pair (fill valve and
vent valve) of proportional valves (Polaris, IQ Valves) per
channel, two channels total. The four valves were mounted onto a
custom manifold for compact packaging, where they shared a
common connection to the accumulator. Each pressure channel
had a dedicated pressure sensor (MPX5700GP, NPX), with a third
sensor monitoring the pressure in the accumulator. The fluidic
supply was controlled by a microcomputer (Beaglebone Black Wire-
less, BeagleBoard.org Foundation) with a custom circuit board con-
taining the proportional valve drivers, power regulation, and a
controller area network (CAN-bus) to communicate with the iner-
tial measuring units. The robot was battery powered, using a pair of
15.0-V, 3.2-A·hour batteries in series (RRC2054, RRC Power Solu-
tions GmbH) with integrated safety circuitry. This allowed the robot
to assist ~100 movements per hour per limb, with a total battery life
of ~4 hours. The control box was designed to maintain surface tem-
peratures below 41°C (as per IEC 60601-1 standard), and this re-
quirement was achieved using three fans mounted on the cover of
the box.

Intuitive gravity compensation control and calibration
procedure
The gravity compensation controller was designed to offload the
wearer ’s limb from the effects of gravity and was introduced in
(25). Three inertial measuring units (MTi-3 AHRS, Xsens Technol-
ogies B.V.) on the torso and upper arms detected residual volitional
movements of the limbs. Briefly, the gravity compensation control-
ler used the pose of the limb and a user-specific calibration—i.e., a
mapping between arm angle, actuator pressure, and thus delivered
torque—to compute a desired dynamic pressure profile, which was,
in turn, tracked by a low-level pressure loop, as shown by the robotic
control loop in fig. S4. With this architecture, the controller deliv-
ered assistance in an intuitive way (only based on the elevation of
the user’s arm) by adjusting pressure to increase or decrease the
amount of support. Once the user initiated the motion, the robot
reacted in real time (any motion was detected within 10 ms by
the inertial measuring units, and then assistance started to be de-
ployed within 150 ms, limited only by the valves’ opening/closing
time and the fluid dynamics; see fig. S1 and movie S2). A minimum
shoulder elevation threshold was implemented to avoid assistance at
very low angles (e.g., arm along the side of the body).

The specific nonlinear mapping of limb angle to actuator pres-
sure could be achieved two ways: through an autonomous calibra-
tion procedure or through manual selection of a precalibrated
profile. The autonomous calibration procedure involved slowly
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ramping the pressure in the actuator up to a maximum pressure or
to when the limb achieved 90° of range of motion (inflation profile)
and then down to a zero-pressure condition (venting profile). The
wearer was instructed to remain relaxed during this process to allow
the system to support the arm’s full weight. The whole calibration
procedure took about 30 s. It was necessary to record both the in-
flation and deflation profiles because of a hysteresis in the system.
To switch between the inflation and deflation profiles when the con-
troller was active, a tunable velocity threshold must be exceeded. For
this work, we customized the value of the threshold for each partic-
ipant as part of a calibration routine with their help to understand
the “best” trade-off between intuitiveness and maximum support.
The resulting tuning was a value in the range 5° to 10°/s. The pre-
calibrated profiles were scaled versions of profiles that were record-
ed on healthy individuals.

Testing protocol and metrics
In a single-day test session, six different experiments were conduct-
ed under assisted (with the device powered on) versus unassisted
(with the device powered off) conditions. The order of the condi-
tions was randomized between participants and between tests. For
unilateral exercises, the side with the greater impairment was select-
ed for assistance, as determined by a preliminary range of
motion test.

The first experiment consisted of an active range of motion as-
sessment performed to measure the maximum range of shoulder
abduction and flexion. Participants were instructed to reach their
maximum range of motion and briefly hold (2 s) the position
before returning to rest. This pause was included to prevent ballistic
trajectories typical of impaired individuals trying to achieve their
maximum range of motion. Each motion was repeated three
times by the target limb, with range of motion being recorded by
the inertial measurement units. The maximum range of motion
was averaged over the three repetitions and then over the
participants.

A static hold assessment was conducted next. Under both con-
ditions, participants were instructed to lift a box (weight 224 g) bi-
manually as high in flexion as possible and maintain that position
for as long as possible. Both hold duration and maximum angle
were measured. An elevation angle of 60° was set as the threshold
for measuring the duration of the hold. No participants performed
multiple crossings of the threshold. This assessment was only com-
pleted once per condition because of the fatiguing nature of the task,
and a 5-min recovery was provided between both conditions.

The next experiment involved targeted reaching. A 3 × 3 grid was
created, wherein the columns were aligned with the ipsilateral,
central, and contralateral workspaces, whereas the rows were
aligned at head, chest, and stomach height. The board was placed
for each participant at a custom distance reachable with a comfort-
able natural extension of the arm. Each grid location was marked
with a number (1 to 9), and participants were instructed to reach
out and touch the correct number when asked by a team
member. Each number was targeted three times under both condi-
tions, for a total of 27 assisted and 27 unassisted reaches. During this
experiment, participants’ lower limbs were stationary; thus, they
could only use arm and torso movement to reach the targets.
Reaches were scored on a 0 to 1 scale, where 0 represented a
failure to reach the target and 1 represented a successful reaching
by touching the correct target on the board. Results were reported

only for the reaching of the highest row (head alignment): For lower
rows, chest, and stomach height, participants were able to reach
100% of targets under any conditions.

The fourth experiment involved performing four simulated
ADLs similar to (10). In our case, the tasks were lateral and
forward transfer tasks of an object (16 g) into a box, simulated
pouring of fluid from one container to another, and touching the
top of one’s head. As with (10), a 0 to 2 scale was used through
these tasks. For the lateral and forward transfer ADLs, two points
were awarded for successfully placing the object in the box,
whereas one point was awarded if the object was dropped into the
box. For touching of the head, one point was awarded if the partic-
ipant could reach their face without bowing their head, whereas two
points were awarded for successful touching the top of the head
without bowing of the head. For the simulated pouring task, one
point was awarded for getting the openings of both containers in
contact, whereas two points were awarded for a successful, sustained
(>3 s) pouring motion. Each ADL was performed three times under
both conditions.

For each ADL, the estimated biologically required torque (τbio)
and the actuator torque (τact) were computed to assess the assistance
provided by the robot. τact was calculated by interpolating with
current measured actuator pressure and arm angle from the inertial
measurement units, a 3D surface (see fig. S4), output of the charac-
terization of the bifurcated actuator using a previously designed
testing rig (35) on n = 1 healthy individual. τbio was calculated
using the arm angle from the inertial measurement units, a simpli-
fied arm kinematic model, and literature-averaged anthropometric
data (41, 42). On completion of all ADLs, the rate of perceived ex-
ertion (10-point scale) of the participants was recorded considering
holding, reaching, and ADL tasks.

A standard 6-minute walk test was the last task before the system
was doffed. Participants were instructed to walk at a self-selected
pace around an indoor course, whose length was measured each
time with a trundle-wheel (DigiRoller Plus II, Calculated Indus-
tries). An optical heart-rate monitor (OH1+, Polar) was placed on
the forearm of the participant to record the heart rate of the partic-
ipant through the walk. The test was performed first while the
system was worn by the participant and subsequently with the
system doffed. A 10-min break was given between both conditions
to ensure that participants were adequately rested. The distance
traveled under both conditions was normalized with respect to
the doffed condition to allow for aggregation between participants.
The heart rate of the final 3 min of walking was used because this
represented the steady state heart rate of the participant during the
activity. Because of the progression of their ALS, several participants
were wheelchair bound; therefore, only five participants were
capable of free ambulation without external support and completed
the 6-minute walk test. To conclude the session, we performed a
system usability scale.

Two participants, selected as representative of individuals with
higher and lower residual volitional movement ability, participated
in a second day test session that occurred >6 months after the first
visit. In this second session, three tests were conducted under no
device versus worn device and unpowered versus worn device
and powered conditions. As for the first session, the side with the
greater impairment was selected for assistance.

The first test consisted of three repetitions of an active range of
motion task (in particular, shoulder abduction and shoulder
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flexion) under the three testing conditions, following the same pro-
cedure of the first testing session. This test assessed both the robotic
wearable’s transparency (no device versus powered off ) and the
ability of the robotic wearable to compensate for long-term reduc-
tion of movement ability due to ALS (device off versus device on,
comparing the two study visits). Once again, the active range of
motion was measured by the inertial measurement units.

The second test consisted of a timed weightlifting from an arm to
the side pose to a shoulder abduction of approximately 80°, as mea-
sured by the inertial measurement units. The participants were in-
structed to keep the abducted pose for 2 s. The weight lift was
repeated three times. For the weaker participant, we used a 0.23-
kg weight. For the stronger participant, we used a 0.35-kg weight.
For this test, we collected the shoulder middle deltoid muscle activ-
ity through an EMG sensor (TeleMyo 2400 T G2, Noraxon). The
muscle was chosen given its primary role in the shoulder abduc-
tion/adduction motion. Sensor placement was determined accord-
ing to surface EMG for the noninvasive assessment of muscle
recommendations (46). The EMG data were sampled at 2 kHz,
then bandpass-filtered (fourth order, 10 to 400 Hz), rectified, and
lastly low pass–filtered (fourth order, 10 Hz). For each participant,
maximum voluntary contraction of the middle deltoid muscle was
also recorded and processed in the same way. To compare different
testing conditions, we did not perform preliminary EMG normali-
zation (e.g., with the square of the movement time) given that the
motion duration was very similar among repetitions (dura-
tion, 10 ± 0.3 s).

Last, the third test consisted of a standard box and block test.
Each participant had 60 s to move as many blocks as possible
from one side to the other of the box equipment. For this test, the
nodevice condition was not performed given the challenging activ-
ity and the risk of overly fatiguing the participants. We collected the
shoulder anterior deltoid muscle activity through an EMG sensor.
The muscle was chosen given its primary role in the shoulder
flexion/extension motion. Sensor placement was kept from the
second test and processed following the same abovementioned
pipeline.

The highly impaired participant performed a fourth test at the
end of the study protocol. The test consisted in performing a
proof of concept of the integration of our soft wearable shoulder
robot with a previously developed soft glove robot manually con-
trolled by a team member. With the participant sitting at a desk,
the test included a few basic ADLs, such as reaching and grasping
a lightweight object (~0.5 kg) on a box (height, ~30 cm) and then
moving and placing the object on the desk. For this proof of
concept, only video recording of the performance was collected.

Statistical analysis
A paired-sample t test was conducted to compare the unassisted
versus assisted conditions for each of the specific metrics (active
range of motion, ADLs, 6-min walk test) on the first day of
testing. Measurements were taken repeatedly (three times) for all
the metrics but the 6-min walk test, the statistical analysis of
which was based on distinct samples. Significance level is reported
when exceeding standard P values of significance (*P < 0.05) and
high significance (**P < 0.01) after a post hoc power analysis (re-
quired power ≥ 0.80, effect size using Cohen’s criteria). Because
of the limited amount of data for the second visit (only two

participants), no statistical analysis was run on these data. The anal-
ysis was performed on MATLAB 2022a (MathWorks).
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